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Abstract

The ability to identify location hotspots – locations that are currently popular – is frequently used by location-
based services to tune their recommendation and advertising systems. We present an efficient system that lets location-
based services identify location hotspots, but without learning who is at those locations. The service also learns
popular activities at hotspots, but learns nothing about who is engaging in these activities. Thus, our system strikes
a balance between the service’s need to mine location data and user privacy. The system is proven secure in a robust
security model that protects against collusion between players and the server and protects against dishonest users who
try to help a certain location appear more popular than it is.

1 Introduction
Location Privacy is an area of research that studies how to provide location based services without revealing the user’s
location to a 3rd party service. There is much work in this area (e.g. [BS03, CZBP06, NTL+11, PBBL11]), but very
little is used in real products. One commonly cited reason is data mining — private location based services prevent
service providers from mining user locations for improving the service or for monetizing it. In this paper we take a
step towards showing that location privacy need not be in conflict with the need to mine location data.

In particular, we look at a specific data mining functionality that is frequently used to provide useful information
to customers. Consider a location service such as Loopt or Google Latitude that tracks the locations of subscribers.
The service wants to use this information to identify current hotspots where many customers are congregating. These
hotspots often correspond to popular bars, concerts, movie releases, sporting events, etc. By correlating a known
scheduled event at a particular location with its popularity the service can predict the popularity of this event at other
locations and can use this information to recommend events to subscribers. More generally, the ability to identify
hotspots is core to location services and they cannot use a privacy mechanism if it prohibits this functionality.

Currently, location services such as Loopt and Google Latitude learn the location of their subscribers and identify
hotspots by simply counting the number of subscribers at a given location. They correctly identify hotspots, but in the
process they also learn exactly who is at those hotspots.

In this paper we show that hotspots can be efficiently located, but without learning who is at those hotspots.
More precisely, the service learns exactly how many people are at each location, but not who those people are. This
information is sufficient for many hotspots marketing applications. While we focus on hotspots as an example, our
thesis is that many data-mining algorithms can be efficiently implemented without learning anything other than the
data-mining results. We chose to focus on the hotspots problem since we encountered that exact question in discussions
with several location-based services.

Our approach to solving the hotspots question borrows from methods developed for electronic voting. The idea
is that every time period, say every five minutes, the service sets up an election where all subscribers “vote” for their
current (rounded) location. A property of voting systems is that the final tally becomes public, but the individual votes
remain secret.

There are three standard approaches to electronic voting: (1) blind signatures [Cha88, FOO92], (2) encrypted
counters [Ben87, SK94, CFSY96, CGS97, HS00], and (3) mix nets [Cha81, PIK93, SK95, Abe98]. Methods (2) and
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(3) require non-colluding trustees for security: the trustees must be trusted not to decrypt mid-election ciphertexts.
In our settings, these trustees do not exist since the only party who runs the election is the location-based service.
Therefore, we chose to use the first approach based on blind signatures which is well suited for our settings since the
same entity can serve as the registration authority authorizing users to vote and as the tabulation authority who counts
location votes. In our system users register once by logging into the service and receive voting tokens enabling them
to participate in many future location elections. When voting for their current location, users interact with the service
over an anonymous channel. Our implementation uses Tor.

When voting for a location, users can embed additional data in the anonymous ballot that describes a current
activity (e.g. the name of band that is playing or the type of dish they are eating). The service then learns the
popularity of items at the location, but without learning who is contributing the data.
Security properties. §2.1 defines our exact threat model. Loosely speaking, our system ensures that every user can
only vote once for their location in each election. Additionally, we prevent users from selling their voting tokens. The
danger is that businesses might buy voting tokens from users and then use them to artificially make themselves appear
more popular than they are. Our approach relies on the concept of self enforcement [DLN96]: when casting votes
we require users to prove knowledge of their password (in zero-knowledge). Consequently, to sell a voting token,
users must reveal their service password (e.g. Google password) to the business buying the token. This is likely to
discourage users from selling tokens. Finally, we make it harder for users to lie about their location using the concept
of location tags introduced in [NTL+11]. Location tags function as a location fingerprint that is difficult to determine
without being present at the location.

To show that the scheme is practical we experimented with the system and describe our preliminary implementation
in §6. The implementation is simple, efficient, and requires little infrastructure.
Related work. Popa, Blumberg, Balakrishnan and Li [PBBL11] describe a system that allows a central server to
learn statistical information about user location. Their motivating example is learning the average speed of cars at
particular points on the highway. Cars that pass through those points send their encrypted speed to the server using
an additively homomorphic encryption. The server adds up all the encrypted speeds and then needs to ask a trustee
to decrypt the results. The trustee (called an SM) decrypts the aggregate information and is trusted not to decrypt any
other ciphertext. The authors propose to implement the trustee by distributing its key among the subscribers. Hence,
while Popa et al. solve a more general problem than ours, their solution requires more infrastructure, and in particular
requires a trustee.

By focusing on the hotspot problem we solve a more specific problem, but are able to give a simpler solution using
voting based on blind signatures. In particular, we need very little infrastructure and there is no need for a separate
trustee.

Pang et al.[PGK+09] describe Wifi-Reports, a collaborative service collecting information about access points
(APs) which are analogous to locations in our application. Relevant data about APs is collected by users and reports
are submitted to the service. The authors use blind signatures to ensure that each user can only publish one report for
each location. However, the authors do not consider time-dependent updates of location information, which is crucial
for our hotspots problem. In their system the same reporting token that allows a particular user to vote only for one
location can be re-used to provide additional reports across different time periods. We solve this problem by binding
tokens to time periods and do so without breaking privacy using zero-knowledge proofs.

Cornelius et al. [CKK+08] describe Anonysense, a privacy-aware collaborative sensing architecture. As in [PBBL11],
the system requires a trusted Registration Authority to register users and implement group signatures. Moreover, the
users in the security model are considered honest-but-curious and do not behave maliciously to falsify collected data.

More distant work is the paper by Cristofaro and Soriente [CS11]. Here, the authors describe PEPSI, a privacy-
enhanced participatory sensing infrastructure where instead of aggregating information the model describes sensors
that upload information and queriers who require information uploaded by the sensors. Unlike our settings, the
authors do not consider malicious sensors and the security model requires the presence of two non-colluding services
that respectively receive sensor information and answer queries. Under these assumptions much simpler identity-based
encryption suffices for privacy.
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2 Preliminaries

Notation: Let 〈x, y, . . . , z〉 denote a tuple containing the elements x, y, . . . , z and x‖y denote the concatenation
of elements x and y. Let λ denote the security parameter. We use the following notation to denote an algorithm:
output ← Algorithm(input). For two distributions X and Y , let X ≈ Y denote the fact that the two distributions are
computationally indistinguishable. And finally, we define a negligible function denoted by negl(·), as any function that
grows smaller than every inverse polynomial p(·). In other words, for every polynomial p(·), there exists an N ∈ N
such that for all n > N , we have: negl(n) < 1/p(n). Equivalently, negl(n) = o(n−c) for every constant c.

2.1 Model
Our model comprises several clients and a server. Clients only communicate with the server and all communications
in our system take place over the Internet. The server and client have a common list of locations with their unique
identifiers (denoted by loc).

Clients in our scheme are people equipped with smartphones running our client software. The client software can
automatically retrieve the location using services that determine geographic location from WiFi SSIDs1. Alternatively,
users can manually enter their location. The latter system allows a dishonest client to wrongly report his/her location
about which we elaborate in §2.5.

The server runs on a centralized location service that wishes to privately learn aggregate information about the
number of people in each location so that it can identify locations with a lot of people (hotspots). Several such
location-based services already exist (such as Loopt and Google Latitude). Clients are assumed to have an identifier
and a password (denoted by id and pwd respectively) when they sign up with the service.

Our system requires the existence of an authenticated channel between the server and the client and another anony-
mous but authenticated channel. The former can be provided by SSL and an appropriate public-key infrastructure (such
as the CA system on the Internet). The latter requires the use of special software such as Tor [DMS04]. We also require
that the anonymous channel be authenticated, so in practice one can think of using SSL with Tor to achieve this.

In our system we also assume that the server and the clients are all synchronized and have a common clock. In the
setting of smartphones, the clients and servers can use the Network Time Protocol [NTP] and contact NTP servers2

to synchronize their clocks. With this synchronization, we assume that the scheme runs over a predefined time period
(usually every five minutes). This ensures that the the servers accurately know the locations that are presently hotspots
to within 10 minutes. The servers and the clients periodically run the protocol.

2.2 Functionality
At the end of each time period, the server must be able to compute the total number of clients at each location. The
server learns nothing more. The clients learn nothing, but if required the server can publish the aggregated information
(denoted aggInfo in this paper). It comprises of a list of locations and the number of people in each location.

2.3 Security
In our adversary model, we consider adversaries that control both the server and the client. An adversary might be a
law enforcement agent coercing the service provider into revealing the user’s location, or someone colluding with a
dishonest server. Clients who try to break privacy might be stalkers who interact with the server. There might also be
clients looking to flood the server with fake location information to artificially boost a location’s popularity. We first
look at the ideal case and then classify various adversary threats.
Ideal case. In this thought experiment, there is a trusted third party (TTP) that receives information from each client
about his/her location information. The TTP verifies that clients send their information honestly (no more than once
each time period and not masquerading as other clients). The TTP then sends aggInfo to the server and the server

1There are several services available such as Skyhook Wireless’s Loki and Apple’s in house services.
2One example is Apple’s http://time.apple.com.
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chooses to publish relevant hotspot information to the clients. Note that in our scheme we do not need a TTP. We just
use it to describe the ideal functionality.
Dishonest server. A dishonest server (either coerced or otherwise) tries to interact maliciously with the clients to
learn information it is not privy to which includes the location of a particular client during a particular time period and
whether the same client reported two locations loc1 and loc2 during two time periods t1 and t2. In other words, the
server should not be able to link up locations of the client (even if it has no information on who the actual client is3).

We define location privacy in a manner analogous to semantic security; roughly, the protocol should reveal no
more information than revealed in the ideal functionality. For a more formal treatment, refer to §2.4.
Dishonest clients seeking to deanonymize other clients. We consider a dishonest client that interacts maliciously with
a server to learn other clients’ locations. We extend this to a dishonest client that colludes with the server.
Dishonest clients (or other users) seeking to falsify location information. We protect against a dishonest client that
tries to interact with the server maliciously and (a) masquerade as a different client, or (b) anonymously provide its
current location several times in the same time period to artificially inflate the popularity of a particular location. We
extend these adversaries to “outside” users not participating in the system but with an interest in inflating location
totals (such as owners of locations who want to artificially increase their popularity). For a more formal treatment,
refer to §2.4. Note: A dishonest client that colludes with the server can inflate votes (see §2.5).
Dishonest clients who try to sell their location. And finally, we consider dishonest clients who sign up for the system
and decide to allow third parties to send the server location information on their behalf. Thus, the server thinks it is
interacting with a legitimate client but the location information is faked by third-parties with ulterior motives . This
is different from inflating location data because the clients are legitimately allowed to send location information once
every time period. We insist that the only party that can do this is the client itself. To enforce this, we note that a
client is defined as a user registered with the service having an id and pwd. The scheme designed must accept location
information only from someone who possesses a valid 〈id, pwd〉 combination. We term this client accountability.

2.4 Formal definitions of security
For security parameter λ, consider a protocol P(1λ) between a set C of clients with identifiers {id1, . . . , idN} and a
server S. Let L denote a list of locations {loc1, . . . , locm}. Let D denote all possible location data, i.e., the power set
of all possible subsets of C × L. For any aggregate hotspot information aggInfo, let DaggInfo ⊂ D denote all possible
datasets that agree with aggInfo. For a particular set of clients’ location information D ∈ D, let view(P, D) denote
the adversary’s view in executing protocol P on D, i.e., the transcript of all interactions between the server and the
client and depending on whether the adversary controls a client or a server, respective local computation. We define
location privacy with this security game.
Security game IND-LP. The security game is defined by an adversary interacting with two experiments Exp0(D) and
Exp1(D) with underlying possible location dataD. In the game, the adversary must distinguish between the transcripts
of the protocol executed on two datasets (with the same aggregate information) of his/her choice.

1. The adversary chooses clients id1, . . . , id` to control. His/her subsequent view will include the local computation
of these clients.

2. The challenger sets up P by choosing any secret or public keys required by P with security parameter λ and
sends the public keys to the adversary.

3. The adversary chooses aggInfo and D0 6= D1 ∈ DaggInfo and sends them across to the challenger. To avoid a
trivial distinguishing attack, we require that the entries corresponding to the clients id1, . . . , id` remain identical
in both D0 and D1.

4. The challenger runs P and constructs view(P, D0) and view(P, D1). In Expb(D), the challenger sends across
view(P, Db) to the adversary.

5. The adversary does some local computation and outputs either 0 or 1.

3To see why, consider a scenario where a client runs the protocol at all times. At night, the server receives information that there is one person
at a particular home location (thus, the person is most likely the resident). If the server can link this piece of information to the location of the same
client at a future time period, then the server breaks the privacy of the client. For example, knowing that the same client visited a particular hospital
or a particular store might lead to personal information that could be taken advantage of.
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Let LPAdv[A,P,D] = |Pr[A(Exp0(D)) = 1]−Pr[A(Exp1(D)) = 1]|, denote the advantage of an adversary A
in winning the IND-LP game against protocol P . LPAdv denotes the ability of A to distinguish between D0 and D1.
This leads to the following definition.

Definition 2.1 (Location Privacy). A scheme P is said to be IND-LP secure with respect to possible datasets D if
every polynomial time adversary A, we have LPAdv[A,P,D] < negl(λ).

Security Game LUF. In the following game, the adversary must interact with the challenger and try to fool it into
computing incorrect aggregate information.

1. The challenger sets up P as in step 1 of the IND-LP game (see previous security game).
2. The adversary chooses a client idi and sends it to the challenger.
3. The challenger runs P and interacts with idi for polynomially many time periods T . The adversary receives the

view of the client and aggInfo1, . . . , aggInfoT .
4. Challenge: The challenger chooses a dataset D′ containing location information about all other clients idj

for all j 6= i and the adversary chooses loci and interacts with the challenger to execute the protocol. Let
D := D′ ∪ {〈idi, loci〉} denote the dataset of client locations and aggInfo(D) denote the aggInfo computed
by the ideal functionality (in other words, the honest hotspot information). The adversary wins the game if the
server in P computes aggInfo′ 6= aggInfo.

Let LUFAdv[A,P] = Pr[aggInfo′ 6= aggInfo] denote the advantage of an adversary A in winning the LUF game
against protocol P .

Definition 2.2 (Location Unforgeability). A scheme P is said to be LUF secure if every polynomial time adversary
A, LUFAdv[A,P] < negl(λ).

LUF with colluding clients. In Definition 2.2, we consider an adversary that only controls one client. However,
the definition can be easily extended to consider ` colluding clients looking to forge location information. Instead
of just idi, we will allow the adversary to control several clients idi1 , . . . , idi` . As the adversary can directly affect
loci1 , . . . , loci` , we modify D := D′ ∪ {〈idi1 , loci1〉, . . . , 〈idi` , loci`〉} and we require the adversary to interact with
the server in executing P and fool it into computing aggInfo′ 6= aggInfo(D). In fact, in our scheme, the proof of
location unforgeability will extend in a fairly straightforward manner to colluding clients.
Client accountability. We do not formally define it but the intuition is as follows: A scheme is said to have client
accountability if every adversary we that successfully participates in the protocol and communicates a piece of location
information to the server can be used by an extractor to recover a valid 〈id, pwd〉. This can be formalized along the
lines of the security properties of zero knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZKPoKs) (see Appendix A.6).

2.5 Non-threats in our security model
In our security model, we do not provide location unforgeability when the server is dishonest. To see why this is
a reasonable assumption, consider the ideal functionality. The server at the end of each time period in our protocol
can compute aggregate location information. However, as the clients learn nothing except what is published by the
server, the server can choose to completely falsify this information. In a real world setting, this would be analogous
to a service like Google Latitude collecting information from all the users but choosing to publish their own list of
purported hotspots. The only reason the server would be disingenuous in the publishing stage would be to favor one
establishment over another. However, this would severely affect the integrity of the service and for the same reason
a company like Google would be wary of artificially inflating page ranks of favored websites, we believe it is fair to
assume honest behavior at the server’s end when it comes to aggregating and publishing information.

Secondly, we allow the clients to choose their current location information. The thesis is that clients volunteer to
join the scheme and help the server discover popular locations which would in turn be useful for themselves. Thus,
there is no motivation for a client to falsify this information. Our security model guarantees that even a dishonest client
that chooses to inform the server incorrectly only affects their location information for one time period and nothing
more. With an overwhelming majority of honest clients, a single dishonest client can do little to upset aggregate
data. This limitation can be overcome by using location tags, first introduced by Qui et al [QLE+07, QBLE09] (we
elaborate in §5).
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3 Scheme PrivLHS

At a high level, in PrivLHS, the clients are voters who vote their locations. In the registration stage, clients contact
the server over a regular channel (not anonymous) to receive voting tokens. In the voting stage, each token allows
the client to transmit his or her location and some auxiliary data over an anonymous channel exactly once every time
period. The tokens are constructed to ensure that the client cannot sell his or her vote to a third party.

PrivLHS is closely related to a blind signature based voting system designed by Fujioka et al [FOO92] with
two differences: (a) in our scheme, clients do not participate in every time-period which precisely makes it difficult to
provide information integrity against a dishonest server4, and (b) Fujioka et al consider two independent servers (called
Administrator and Counter) whereas we only have one server which handles the registration and counting process. We
describe the scheme using the following abstract cryptographic building blocks (with more details in Appendix A).
Message commitment scheme. [Ped91, CP92]
We require a statistically hiding and computationally binding message commitment schemeMC = (Commit,Open),
where Commit(m, r) commits to messagemwith randomness r (which can be subsequently opened to revealm using
Open).

One time signature. [EGM96]
We require an existentially unforgeable one-time signature scheme which we denote by Sot = (Genot,Signot,Verifyot).
Here skot, vkot denote signing and verification keys respectively, and σot(m) ← Signot(skot,m) denotes a one-time
signature. The algorithm Verifyot(vkot, σot,m) outputs 1 if the signature is valid and 0 otherwise.

Many-time signature scheme. [GMR88]
We also require a many time signature scheme S = (Gen,Sign,Verify). The syntax and correctness is identical to the
one-time signatures presented above, so we skip the description. However, a many-time signature scheme satisfies a
stronger security property of existential unforgeability under chosen message attack: it is infeasible for any polynomial
time adversary given signatures on q adaptively chosen messages of his/her choice to produce a valid forgery (m′, σ′)
for some m′ 6∈ {m1, . . . ,mq} the set of chosen message queries. We use σ(m) (and σot(m) resp.) to denote a
signature (one-time signature resp.) of the message m where the signing key is obvious in context.

Blind signature scheme [Cha83, PS96].
We require a blind signature scheme that satisfies the one-more unforgeability security property. Informally, ζ ←
Blind(m, r) and σ(m) ← Retrieve(σ(ζ)) are used to blind the message and retrieve a signature on the underlying
message respectively. For a more formal treatment refer to Appendix A.

Cut-and-choose zero knowledge proofs.
Informally, a zero knowledge proof (ZKP) for a language is a protocol between a client and a server that allows a
client to convince the server that a particular statement is a member of the language. Additionally, the protocol must
not reveal any more information about the statement. In our scheme, we use the so-called cut-and-choose construction
of a zero knowledge proof.

The cut-and-choose construction: Consider a client who wants to send across a blinded message ζ(m, r) where
m = id‖vkot to the server so that the server does not learn anything about vkot. An honest client always provides
his/her correct id, whereas a dishonest client can try to trick the server into giving a signature on a different id′ 6= id. To
ensure that the vkot is still a secret, but m is well-formed (i.e., the id is honestly chosen), the client does the following.
For a parameter ν, client first chooses ν different random keys vk

(1)
ot , . . . , vk

(ν)
ot . Next, for i = 1 to ν, the client

computes mi = id‖vk(i)ot and ζi = Blind(mi, ri), and sends across ζi to the server. The server chooses an i between 1
and ν at random (say `) and asks the client to unblind the messages for all ζi except ζ`. The server then checks to see
that (mi, σ(mi)) is a valid signature and that mi is “well-formed” (contains the right id) for every i 6= `. If so, he is
convinced that the final blinded message ζ` is well-formed as well and proceeds to sign it. A client can only cheat the
server with a probability of 1

ν . For an informal proof of this protocol, please see Appendix A.5.

Zero knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZKPoKs) [CDS94].
In the voting stage of our scheme, we require a zero knowledge proofs of knowledge. In the cut-and-choose construc-
tion, we note that the statement “this message is well-formed” is true whenever m = id‖vkot for some random vkot.

4See §2.5 and §5.
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Figure 1: Architecture of PrivLHS.

The “knowledge” that the client possesses regarding the truth of this statement is the value of vkot. Now, we could have
a client who knows that m is well-formed but does not know the value of vkot. Zero knowledge proofs of knowledge
convince a server (in zero-knowledge) that not only is the statement true, but the client proving the statement has some
underlying “knowledge” about this truth.

Usual ZKPoKs comprise a protocol between the client and the server that runs in three rounds (in Appendix C we
show how to make the protocol non-interactive). The client sends across a commitment to the statement com. The
server responds with a random challenge challenge and the client sends back a response to the challenge response.
The server can then verify that the proof of knowledge is valid.

We use the Schnorr construction [Sch89] for proof of knowledge of discrete log and apply it to the Chaum-Pedersen
commitment scheme [CP92]. See Appendix B for the details.

In the description of various randomized algorithms above, we explicitly mention the randomness r for complete-
ness. However, in the scheme description below, for ease of readability, we drop the randomness whenever it is obvious
in context.

We first describe the system setup and then the two stages of the scheme. The client registers itself with the server
to receive voting tokens. The registration protocol is run only once and for every time-period, the voting protocol is
executed by the client and server. After T time periods, the server and client must run the registration protocol once
again for the subsequent voting stage. Let aux denote any auxiliary information that a client wishes to communicate
to the server.

3.1 System Setup
The clients and server agree upon honestly generated public parameters for the message commitment scheme, signature
schemes, and the ZKPoK. During setup, the server generates a signing and a verification key (skS , vkS) ← Gen(1λ)
and publishes vkS . Let σS(m)← Sign(skS ,m) denote the server’s signature on message m.

3.2 Registration stage
Every client runs the registration protocol (Figure 2) with the client over an authenticated (but not anonymous) channel.
At the end of the protocol, each client computes a token τ to be used once during the subsequent voting stage.

The client and server repeat this protocol T times in parallel to generate τ1, . . . , τT to be used for T time periods.
When generating T tokens, the server must make sure that the serial numbers have the correct time stamps correspond-
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Registration protocol in PrivLHS.
Step 1. The client chooses a serial number denoted by s#. The serial number has a time stamp to denote a time period and a
unique ballot number. Next, the client commits to his/her id and pwd using a message commitment scheme. We denote this by
Commit(id‖pwd). And finally, the client generates a pair of one-time signing and verification keys (skot, vkot)← Genot(1

λ)
that is used to sign the location during voting.

Step 2. The client constructs a message m := 〈s#, vkot,Commit(id‖pwd)〉. A message is well-formed if it satisfies the
following properties:
• The serial number s# does not repeat and uses the right time stamp.
• Commit(id‖pwd) is an honest commitment to the ID and password.

The client requires the signature of the server on m to produce a voting token that will be used in the voting stage. However,
if the server learns vkot, it can subsequently link it to id. To prevent this, we first blind the message to get ζ ← Blind(m).
To ensure that despite being blinded, the message is well-formed, the client and the server run a cut-and-choose protocol as
described earlier. At the end of the protocol, the client receives σS(ζ).

Step 3. The client recovers σS(m)← Retrieve(σS(ζ)) and stores a voting token τ = 〈m,σS(m)〉 to be used subsequently.

Figure 2: Registration protocol in PrivLHS.

ing to the time periods 1, . . . , T . A cheating client who tries to get multiple voting tokens for the same time period can
be detected by the server when checking whether m is well-formed or not.

3.3 Voting stage
In the registration stage the client receives T voting tokens and can execute T voting stage protocols successfully
with the server. The client and the server run the protocol in Figure 3 over an anonymous channel. In time period
i, the client uses τi. Without voting tokens, as location privacy demands that the clients be anonymous, the server
cannot check in anyway whether a particular id does not fake location information. In particular, it cannot distinguish
between the following scenarios: (a) two clients voting from the same location, and (b) one dishonest client voting
twice. Voting tokens preserve anonymity but allow a client to only vote once. To ensure that a client can only vote
once, and cannot sell his/her vote, we use the protocol in Figure 3.
Self-enforcement through commitments. If we omit the commitment scheme, a dishonest client can compute a
well-formed m and a corresponding σS(m) and then sell his/her token to a third party by giving them 〈τ, skot〉. To
avoid this, in rounds 3 and 4 of the voting protocol, the client must prove to the server in zero knowledge that he/she
can open the commitment (and therefore knows 〈id, pwd〉). Thus, to sell a token, the third party must also learn a
client’s 〈id, pwd〉. This is sensitive information that is easy to misuse and serves as a powerful disincentive. This is an
application of the principle of self-enforcement [DLN96].

At the end of the voting stage, each honest client successfully transmits his/her location to the server without
revealing their id. The server can then tally each vote to compute aggInfo and use this to compute which hotspot
information. As the entire computation is lightweight and the amount of transmitted information small, this protocol
can be repeated a large number of times for very small time periods. Small time periods ensure that the information
about popular locations is reasonably up-to-date. After the current time period expires, the counters are reset to zero
and the server repopulates the number of people at each location by repeating the above protocol with participating
clients.
Removing interactions. Rounds 3 and 4 can be done concurrently with rounds 1 and 2, but are presented sepa-
rately for ease of exposition. In fact, the ZKPoK and the cut-and-choose zero knowledge proof, though presented as
interactive proofs, can be replaced by non-interactive zero knowledge proofs [BFM88]. These use the Fiat-Shamir
[FS86] paradigm: the client himself/herself constructs the challenge by using a hash function with the appropriate
range. These NIZKs are secure when the hash function is modeled as a random oracle [BR93]. (For more details, see
Appendix C)
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Voting protocol in PrivLHS.
Round 1 (client). The client first computes σot(loc‖aux) ← Signot(skot, loc‖aux). Recollect that m =
〈s#, vkot,Commit(id‖pwd)〉 and τ = 〈m,σS(m)〉. Next, the client sends to the server over an anonymous channel a
‘vote’ (denoted by ξ) comprising:

ξ := 〈s#, vkot,Commit(id‖pwd)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m

, σS(m), loc‖aux, σot(loc‖aux)〉.

Round 2 (server). The server upon receiving the vote verifies the following.

• s# is a valid serial number (for the current time period).
• The one-time signature on loc‖aux is valid, i.e., Verifyot(vkot, σot(loc‖aux), loc‖aux) = 1.
• The one-time verification key is valid. This can be checked by verifying the signature σS(m) using its own public key

skS .

Round 3 (client). To prove that the vote is not sold, as discussed above, the client executes a zero knowledge proof of
knowledge protocol. Let c denote Commit(id‖pwd). Here R is the set of tuples 〈c, (id‖pwd, r)〉 such that (id‖pwd) ←
Open(c, r), i.e., c contains a commitment to id‖pwd which can be opened by the client. Let ΠR be the corresponding
ZKPoK for languageR. The client executes the commitment round of ΠR and sends across com to the server.

Round 4 (server). Given c and the first round of the ZKPoK com, the server computes a challenge challenge and sends it
across to the client.

Round 5 (client). The client responds to challenge with response according to the protocol ΠR. If the server accepts in the
protocol, then loc is a valid location and the server updates the counter for the location loc. The server uses the auxiliary data
as required.

Figure 3: Voting protocol in PrivLHS.

4 Security of PrivLHS

4.1 Location Privacy
For the proof of security, we assume the client only transmits loc, but depending on what auxiliary data the client
wishes to transmit to the server, the proof of the full system can be shown in a straightforward manner. However, one
must be careful to ensure that aux itself doesn’t leak any additional information about id. Also, the IND-LP definition
must be suitably modified to require indistinguishability between any two datasets that agree with aggInfo as well as
any aggregate aux information.

Two datasets D0 and D1 are said to be neighbors if there exists two tuples in D0 〈id, loc〉 and 〈id′, loc′〉 such that
upon swapping the id’s we get D1. In other words, the two datasets are only one swap away. Note that D0 and D1

both produce the same aggInfo.

Theorem 4.1. In PrivLHS, suppose that for all polynomial time adversaries, the blind signature scheme is blinding,
the commitment scheme hiding, and the zero knowledge proof of knowledge protocol satisfies the zero knowledge
property, then in each time period, for all polynomial time adversaries controlling the server, and all neighboring
datasets D0, D1, view(D0,PrivLHS) and view(D1,PrivLHS) are (computationally) indistinguishable.

We first list a couple of corollaries of this theorem and then give the proof.

Corollary 4.1. PrivLHS is IND-LP secure against dishonest servers.

Proof. Consider adversarially chosen datasets D0 and D1. Let n denote the number of clients in C. One can go
from D0 to D1 through at most n intermediate datasets I0 = D0, I1, . . . , In−1, In = D1 such that Ij and Ij+1

are neighbors. To see why, consider the following. First order the datasets so that they are in increasing order of
id. Next, swap the location of id1 in D0 with the appropriate id so that 〈id1, ·〉 entry matches D1. This consti-
tutes intermediate I1 which is D0’s neighbor. Now repeat the process always swapping with increasing id’s noting
that at the jth stage, id1, . . . , idj match with the corresponding entries in D1. From Theorem 4.1, as Ij and Ij+1
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are neighbors, it follows that view(Ij ,PrivLHS) ≈ view(Ij+1,PrivLHS). A standard hybrid argument shows that
view(D0,PrivLHS) ≈ view(D1,PrivLHS) which completes the proof.

Extending Corollary 4.1 to colluding clients. Consider a more powerful adversary that also is able to control clients.
This represents a real world scenario where the server colludes with a few clients to break the privacy of others.
Recollect the definition of IND-LP in the presence if dishonest clients. An adversary gets to choose two datasets with
the same aggInfo, D0 and D1 but now it is required that the locations of the corrupted clients be identical. For obvious
reasons distinguishing between two scenarios where corrupted clients themselves move around is trivial.

To extend Corollary 4.1 to this case, note that we only require to modify elements in D0 and D1 that differ. As the
elements corresponding to the corrupted id’s remain the same for bothD0 andD1, it is never the case that a corrupted id
is involved in defining the intermediaries. Local computation of corrupted clients is identical for neighboring datasets
and we can use Theorem 4.1 to state:

Corollary 4.2. PrivLHS is IND-LP secure against a dishonest server that also colludes with clients.

Now, we give the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 4.1. We describe the proof as a series of hybrid games. Let id0, id1 denote the swapped identifiers in the two
datasets. In D0 we have 〈id0, loc0〉, 〈id1, loc1〉, whereas in D1 we have 〈id0, loc1〉, 〈id1, loc0〉.

In Game0, the challenger interacts with the adversary as in Exp0 in the IND-LP game. The adversary gets to see
view(D0,PrivLHS).

In Game1, the view of the registration stage remains the same as in Game0. In the voting stage, the challenger does
the following: for client id0, instead of sending across the six tuple with Commit(id0‖pwd0), the challenger cooks up
another honest commitment Commit(id1‖pwd1), signs the modified messagem′ to get σS(m′) and sends the modified
six tuple across. Note that commitments to both id0 and id1 are valid. The challenger also correspondingly modifies
the ZKPoK to produce another valid ZKPoK. For id1, the challenger repeats the same procedure as above using a
commitment and ZKPoK for Commit(id0‖pwd0).

In Game2, the challenger interacts with the adversary as in Exp1 in the IND-LP game. The adversary gets to see
view(D1,PrivLHS).

Now we show that if the blind signature scheme is statistically blinding, the commitment scheme hiding, and the
zero knowledge proof of knowledge satisfies the zero knowledge property, then the adversary’s views in Game0 and
Game1 (and in a largely analogous manner, in Game1 and Game2) are indistinguishable. We do not consider the
ordering between id0’s and id1’s interactions with the server in the transcript. The anonymity of the channel during
the voting stage will not allow the adversary to learn which part of the transcript corresponds to which player and the
order does not matter.

Now let us look at the adversary’s view. Across Game0 and Game1, in the view, loc for each client remains the
same. Also, the challenger setting up the system can faithfully compute σS(·) as required. Thus we ignore these two
components.

In Game0, for b ∈ {0, 1}, let mb denote 〈s#, vk(b)ot ,Commit(idb‖pwdb)〉 and T (mb) denote the transcript of the
corresponding ZKPoK.

In Game1, let m′b denote 〈s#, vk(b)ot ,Commit(id1−b‖pwd1−b)〉. The relevant part of the adversary’s view therefore
comprises:

Game0 : 〈Blind(m0),Blind(m1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from the reg. stage

,m0,m1, T (m0), T (m1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from the voting stage

〉

Game1 : 〈Blind(m0),Blind(m1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
from the reg. stage

,m′0,m
′
1, T (m′0), T (m′1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

from the voting stage

〉

We need to show that these two views are indistinguishable. The hiding property of the commitment scheme
ensures that 〈m0,m1〉 ≈ 〈m′0,m′1〉. However, the adversary is also given auxiliary information (blinded messages
and a zero knowledge proof of knowledge). Given two message µ1, µ2, without knowing whether they are m0,m1
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or m′0,m
′
1, we simulate the rest of the corresponding view. As the blind signature is statistically blinding, there is a

distribution that is independent of the underlying message (perhaps depending only on the public parameters of the
scheme) that is statistically close to the blinded message. We sample two values β1, β2 from that distribution. Next,
consider the transcripts T (µ1), T (µ2). From the zero knowledge property, T (µ) only has information that µ has an
honest commitment and there exists a simulator that successfully simulates T (µ) whenever this is true. Given µ1, µ2

we use this simulator to construct T (µ1), T (µ2).
The tuple 〈β1, β2, µ1, µ2, T (µ1), T (µ2)〉 simulates the rest of the adversary’s view. The ZKPoK allows us to

replace commitments with other commitments that are honestly constructed. And a statistically blind signature ensures
that Blind(m) leaks no information aboutm even in the presence of auxiliary information (such asm itself). Therefore,
any adversary that can distinguish between the views in Game0 and Game1 given 〈β1, β2, µ1, µ2, T (µ1), T (µ2)〉 can
be used to distinguish between commitments to m0,m1 and m′0,m

′
1. However, the commitment scheme is hiding,

and we conclude that the adversary cannot distinguish between his views in Game0 and Game1.

In a similar manner, one can show that Game1 and Game2 are also indistinguishable to an adversary. The proof
follows exactly the same approach except we end up with vk

(0)
ot for id1 and vk

(1)
ot for id0. However, note that vkot is

chosen randomly by each player. Therefore, swapping the two vkot’s (and correspondingly modifying the one-time
signature on the location) does not allow the adversary to distinguish between the two transcripts because they’re
chosen uniformly at random and therefore independently from the rest of the view.

Thus, we’ve established that for all polynomial time adversaries, Game0 ≈ Game1 ≈ Game2 which concludes the
proof of Theorem 4.1.

4.2 Location Unforgeability
Theorem 4.2. Any adversary with non-negligible LUF advantage against PrivLHS with high probability must ei-
ther (a) break the one-time existential unforgeability of the one-time signature scheme, or (b) break the one-more
unforgeability of the blind signature scheme.

From this it follows:

Corollary 4.3. Suppose that the underlying signature schemes are unforgeable (existential and one-more respectively),
then PrivLHS is LUF secure.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Consider a server executing PrivLHS and interacts with an adversary breaking the LUF security
game. Let D denote the true dataset and aggInfo(D) denote the corresponding hotspot information. At the end of the
voting stage, the server receives m votes anonymously ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξm and computes aggInfo′. We know aggInfo′ 6=
aggInfo(D) (as the adversary breaks the LUF game). Consider the various ways the adversary can vote such that
aggInfo′ is calculated incorrectly. The adversary could have multiple votes for the same id for the same time period.
If the adversary only votes once, as all other clients are considered honest, the only other way to falsify aggInfo′ is to
modify another client’s vote. We consider these two possibilities:

1. m 6= n. In this case, there are at least two valid ξ’s (say) ξi and ξj that share the same id. There are two
messages mi,mj such that σS(mi) and σS(mj) are valid. We argue that with high probability one of the two
messages, say mj , was never queried in the registration stage.

If mj was queried in the registration stage, from the cut-and-choose protocol, it follows that with probability
at least ν−1ν , mj is well formed. As mi and mj share the same serial number s#, the server would not have
produced (the blinded) signatures for both mi and mj . Thus mj could not be successfully queried in the
registration stage.

From this, it follows that the adversary must have used the blind signature scheme and produced a ‘one-more
forgery’ to get a valid signature of mj breaking the blind signature scheme.

2. m = n and the adversary modifies an honest client’s vote. Let this vote be ξi. If the adversary uses its own skot
and vkot in constructing mi, then σS(mi) would not be valid unless the adversary produces a one-more forgery
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on the blind signature scheme. If the adversary uses the honest client’s vkot and produces a different location
loc′ 6= loci, then to successfully produce σot(loc′) the adversary must break the unforgeability of the one-time
signature scheme.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

Extending Theorem 4.2 to colluding clients. We can extend the proof of Theorem 4.2 to include colluding clients.
This is fairly straightforward. Controlling more than one client gives the adversary no extra power (a discerning reader
will observer in the proof above that, in fact, controlling even one adversary does not impart an advantage to the adver-
sary). Recollect from the definition of LUF that it does not matter what choices of loc corrupted clients make. We only
consider it a forgery if the adversary corrupts aggInfo of the remaining clients. Thus, we can honestly communicate
with and simulate the interactions and votes corresponding to corrupted clients without using the interaction to forge a
one-time or a blind signature. Even if we consider multiple clients, the proof will come down to the two possibilities
discussed above.

4.3 Client accountability
In order to prevent clients from selling their location information to third parties, we use the principle of self-reliance
[DLN96]. We show that any adversary that successfully gives location information (fake or otherwise) on a client’s
behalf must know the clients id and pwd. We then argue that under ordinary circumstances, clients will be wary of
giving out their id and pwd to third parties as this information is sensitive and can be used maliciously against them.
This serves as a useful disincentive. The server already knows the clients id and pwd, therefore clients wouldn’t be
wary of interacting with the server.

Theorem 4.3. (Informal) Assuming the one-more unforgeability of the blind signature scheme, with high probability
any adversary that successfully submits a vote ξ must know a client’s id and pwd.

Informal Proof. The proof follows almost directly from the special soundness property of the ZKPoK. Assuming the
unforgeability of the signature schemes, any valid vote ξ must have been queried for during the registration stage and
therefore must be well-formed with high probability (otherwise the adversary produces a one-more forgery). As the
vote is valid, and the underlying message well-formed, ξ must have a valid commitment Commit(id‖pwd) of some
client and a successful zero knowledge proof of knowledge that the commitment is valid (see steps 3–5 in the voting
stage). The special soundness property of the zero knowledge proof of knowledge guarantees the existence of an
extractor that interacts with the prover (in this case the adversary) and extract a valid witness (in this case the valid
witness is an opening to the commitment). This witness has both the client’s id and pwd and that completes the proof.
(The extractor is described in the proof of Theorem B.1).

5 Extensions

5.1 Location unforgeability against a dishonest server
Recollect from §2.5, we do not provide location unforgeability against a dishonest server. In theory, along the lines of
the construction in [FOO92], we could modify our system to also allow users to audit the published hotspot information
at a later time. If there are any discrepancies in the published hotspot information, the server can publish in addition to
location information the one-time verification key and signature of the location. Given 〈loc, vkot,Signot(loc)〉, clients
check to see that the signature is valid and that their vkot appears somewhere in the list. If a client’s vote has been
discarded by a dishonest server, the client can then go to a suitable authority and publish m,SignS(m) from his/her
voting token where m contains vkot. The client must also prove (not in zero knowledge) that the commitment is valid.
If the signature scheme used is one-more unforgeable and the message well-formed, this proves to the authority that
the server has discounted the client’s vote. Thus, a dishonest server’s behavior can be detected.

Although this method is reasonable for election schemes as elections are held infrequently, the fact that our system
runs periodically every five minutes makes it infeasible for clients to audit the system in that short period. Moreover,
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in the rebuttal process, a client reveals his/her identity. Getting around this will add further rounds of communication
and make the scheme unnecessarily complicated and is therefore left for future work.

5.2 Using location tags to discover dishonest clients
Recollect that we also allow clients to falsify their location information as long as they vote for the location at most
once per time period. Briefly, a location tag is a secret associated with a point in space and time, mainly a set of location
features derived from signals present in the nearby physical environment. In [NTL+11], the authors go into details
about constructing location tags that are reproducible and unpredictable. Reproducibility ensures that the location tags
constructed by two or more clients in a particular location always have at least some threshold number of features in
common. Unpredictability ensures that clients that are not in a particular location cannot predict its location tag to
greater than the threshold accuracy. Location tags can be constructed from WiFi broadcast packets, WiFi access point
IDs, Bluetooth devices in the vicinity, GPS data, GSM data, and even audio.

Location tags allow a server to check if a client is falsifying his/her location information. Recollect that in a vote ξ,
the clients can place auxiliary information about the location in a private manner (especially if aux is only a function
of location). To detect clients that might be falsifying their location information, the server can check to see if the
location tags for each vote with the same location all share at least a threshold number of location features. If there are
location tags that deviate beyond this threshold, then they can be discarded. This is a rather simple fix that works only
when locations have large number of votes (for example, a location with two conflicting tags will not reveal which of
the two clients voted falsely) but can be made more robust. We leave this for future work. We conclude the section
by noting that our construction allows us to also extend the notion of security accommodating more adversary threats,
but make the scheme more cumbersome to deploy in practice.

6 Implementation
To experiment with the system we implemented the main parts and measured their performance. The implementation
runs on Motorola Droid Android phones, which have 550 Mhz ARM processors and 256 MB of RAM, and on a virtual
private server (VPS) on slicehost with 256 MB of RAM and 10 GB of disk space. To test bandwidth requirements,
we implemented the most bandwidth-intensive operations—the registration and zero knowledge protocols. We wrote
all the code in Java, both for the Android client and the server; we used Google and Android libraries for getting user
locations and the Bouncy Castle library for implementing the cryptographic primitives.

To run the voting protocol, we used a time period of five minutes. The information retrieved was therefore at most
ten minutes out-of-date. The cut-and-choose protocol was instantiated with ν = 100 messages (of which 99 messages
at random were opened up). This means that a dishonest client will be detected with %99 certainty. The registration
protocol was run with T = 10 which allowed the clients to transmit up to 10 locations before refreshing their voting
tokens.

For the anonymous channel in the voting protocol, we used Tor. To access Tor on the Android phones, we used
Orbot, the standard Tor client for Android. To ensure authenticity of all communications (especially to protect against
possibly snooping Tor exit nodes), the servers and clients communicated over SSL.

We implemented both the one-time signature and the blind signatures using RSA-PSS [BR96]. To ensure adequate
security, we used a RSA modulus of 2048 bits. For the purposes of testing, we used 192-byte long client ids during
registration. We used 64 byte ballot s#’s, with the last 8 bytes being time. The implementation is about 2600 lines of
code, including a lightweight user interface.

Performance. Recall that our system uses Tor for anonymity when reporting location information to the server. The
latency introduced by Tor has little impact on our system – it only affects when the server receives location ballots –
and can be safely ignored. We note that Tor, by itself, does not solve the hotspot problem since it does not prevent
users from casting multiple votes per election or lying about their location.
The following table summarizes the performance of different parts of the system:
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Time Bandwidth
Client registration < 1s 12 KB per token
Voting for a location < 1s 4.7 KB per vote

The 12KB per token during registration is primarily due to the zero knowledge proofs. After registration, when voting
for a location the phone sends out about 4.7KB of data, which even for heavy users who use the system for 8 hours
a day every day will end up consuming about a total of 22.8 MB of bandwidth each month. While noticeable, this
bandwidth is far less than current lowest tier data plans (200 MB/month). Bandwidth can be lowered by reducing
the frequency of elections (e.g. once every 30 minutes instead of every 5 minutes) and limiting the time of day when
elections run (e.g. limit to evenings and weekends only).

One of the most pressing demands today of mobile applications is to conserve the battery. We tested the client
using PowerTutor and observed that it uses approximately 3.0 mW (excluding power used by the screen). This is less
power than several applications including Orbot.

7 Conclusion
We showed how to identify location hotspots, and popular activities at those hotspots, without learning who is at those
hotspots. Our scheme PrivLHS extends to more general notions of aggregate information where each participating
entity is only allowed to contribute information a limited number of times. We give formal notions for location
privacy, location unforgeability, and client accountability and show that PrivLHS satisfies all the above requirements.
We briefly described a few extensions that can enhance security.

PrivLHS is non-interactive and uses simple cryptographic constructions. We implemented the system in Java on the
Android platform and showed that it doesn’t require much bandwidth, power, or memory to run on these smartphones.
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A Cryptographic Primitives
In this section, we give more details about the various cryptographic primitives used in the scheme.

A.1 Message commitment scheme [Ped91, CP92]
A message commitment schemeMC = (Commit,Open) runs in two phases. In the commitment phase, the client runs
(c, sk) ← Commit(m, r) which takes a message m and randomness r and produces a commitment to the message c
and produces a secret key sk that is used subsequently to open the commitment. In the opening phase, to open the
commitment, the client runs (m, r) ← Open(c, sk) which takes a commitment c, the secret key sk and outputs the
message m and the randomness r used in the commitment.

A secure bit commitment scheme satisfies the following properties:

• hiding: a commitment c reveals no information about the message m, and
• binding: it is infeasible for a person committing to c to produce an opening (m′, r′) such that m′ 6= m. In other

words, c binds the user to the message m.

A.2 One time signature [EGM96]
A one time signature scheme Sot = (Genot,Signot,Verifyot) is an efficient signature scheme that is secure when
used exactly once. The key generation algorithm outputs a pair of one-time signing and verification keys upon input
the security parameter, i.e., (skot, vkot) ← Genot(1

λ). On input the signing key and a message m, Signot outputs a
signature, i.e., σot(m) ← Signot(skot,m). Verifyot outputs 1 or 0 on input a signature and a corresponding message,
i.e., {0, 1} ← Verifyot(vkot, σot,m).

A secure one-time signature satisfies the following properties:

• correctness: for every (skot, vkot) ← Genot(1
λ), and for every message m, σot(m) is a valid signature, i.e.,

Verifyot(vkot, σot(m),m) = 1, and
• one-time existential unforgeability: it is infeasible for any polynomial time adversary given one signature on any

message of his/her choice to produce a valid forgery on any other message. A valid forgery is a pair (m′, σ′) for
some m′ 6= m such that Verifyot(vkot, σ

′,m′) = 1.
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A.3 Blind signature scheme [Cha83, PS96].
As in [FOO92], we require a blind signature scheme to ensure the server cannot link players across the two stages.
A blind signature scheme in addition to the three algorithms described above comprises two additional algorithms,
Blind and Retrieve. Blind takes a message m and blinds it using randomness r to produce a blinded message ζ and
a state τ that allows one to retrieve a signature subsequently, i.e., (ζ, τ) ← Blind(m, r). Usually, it suffices to have
τ = r. Retrieve on input a signature σ(ζ) and state τ retrieves a valid signature of the underlying message m, i.e.,
(m,σ(m))← Retrieve(σ(ζ), τ).

A secure blind signature scheme satisfies the following properties:

• correctness: as in the definition of one-time signatures,
• blinding: ζ, the blinding of the message m for uniformly chosen r statistically hides the message m, and
• one-more unforgeability: as the blinding and retrieving property allows an adversary to retrieve a signature of

a message from every signature query we cannot expect the scheme to be existentially unforgeable. Instead,
we rely on a weaker notion that states that for any q it is infeasible for a polynomial time adversary given q
signatures on adaptively chosen message queries, produce q + 1 signatures (i.e., recover one more signature).

A.4 Zero knowledge proofs [GMR89]
For a class of languages L, a zero knowledge proof is an interactive protocol that is carried out between two parties,
the prover and the verifier (the client and server respectively). The prover has a statement x ∈ L and must convince
the verifier that x ∈ L without revealing any more information about x itself. Informally, a zero knowledge proof
satisfies the following properties:

• completeness: for every true statement in the class, an honest server accepts the clients proof with high proba-
bility,

• soundness: a dishonest client cannot convince a server of the truth of a false statement, except with a very low
probability, and

• zero knowledge: for every possible (dishonest) server, and every possible true statement, there is a simulator
that given no information about the statement successfully simulates the transcript of an interaction between
the server and the honest client proving the true statement. In other words, when interacting with a possibly
dishonest server, the transcript of the interaction leaks no information other than the truth of the statement.

A.5 Informal proof of the security of the cut-and-choose construction

Correctness: This construction satisfies correctness in a fairly straightforward manner.
Soundness: To see that the construction is sound, we note that a server chooses ` uniformly at random from 1 to ν
and only accepts if all ν − 1 messages after opening are well-formed. Thus, in order to cheat and get a signature on an
ill-formed message, the client must guess ` in advance. Therefore, the cheating client only succeeds with probability
1
ν .

Zero-Knowledge: And finally, to see that the transcript leaks no information about vk(`)ot , we show informally how
a simulator, without knowing anything about vk(`)ot , can simulate a real transcript. Choose a random ` and for i 6= `

choose random vk
(i)
ot and construct a well-formed mi and ζi. For i = `, simply choose a random value for ζ`. Now

the transcript is as follows: In the first round, the transcript has ζi. This looks like a real interaction because except for
ζi they are honestly constructed and ζ`, chosen randomly looks like a blinded signature. The second round, the server
returns `, which the simulator chose uniformly from 1 to ν as in a real scheme. And in the final round, ν − 1 blinded
messages are opened and valid signatures are sent across to the server by the simulator. The simulated transcript
therefore has the same distribution as a real transcript and the scheme is zero knowledge.
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A.6 Zero knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZKPoKs) [CDS94].
Abstractly, we consider a binary relation R = {〈S, κ〉} for which membership can be tested in polynomial time. It is
instructive to think of S encoding a statement with corresponding knowledge κ. For any S, its witness set κ(S) is set
of κ’s such that (S, κ) ∈ R. A ZKPoK protocol Πzkpk is (usually) a three round protocol5 comprising the following
interactions. In the first round the client sends across a commitment6 com(S, r) that depends on the statement S and
some randomness r. In the second round, the server returns (what is usually a random) challenge. And in the third
round, the client responds with a response(S, r, challenge, κ). After this, the server does some local computation and
outputs 1 (to indicate that the proof is valid) or 0 (to indicate an invalid proof).

In addition to correctness and zero-knowledge as defined above, zero knowledge proofs of knowledge have a
stronger notion of soundness:
(b) special soundness: the length of challenge is such that the number of challenges is superpolynomial in λ (the secu-
rity parameter), and for any client, given two conversations between the client and the server (com, challenge, response)
and (com, challenge′, response′), when challenge 6= challenge′, an element of κ(S) can be computed in polynomial
time.

Although special soundness is less general than the standard definition, all known proofs of knowledge have this
property, or a slightly weaker variant that involves a small number of correct challenge-responses.

B ZKPoK for Chaum-Pedersen
In this section we show a zero knowledge proof of knowledge for opening a Chaum-Pedersen commitment. First, we
review the Chaum-Pedersen commitment scheme.

B.1 Chaum-Pedersen commitment [CP92]
Setup: To setup the system, choose a group G of prime order p over which discrete log is hard. Next, choose a random
generator g and a random h ∈ G. This completes system setup.

Commit(m, r): Given a message m ∈ Zp, and random r
R← Zp and set c = gm · hr and sk = r.

Open(c, sk): To open the commitment c to the message m, simply publish (m, sk) = (m, r). For correct m and r, one
can verify that the opening is correct by checking whether c ?

= gm · hr.
The commitment scheme is hiding because hr is distributed uniformly in G and therefore hides gm. The binding

property follows from the discrete log assumption over G (in particular, given g, h it is hard to find a ∈ Zp such that
ga = h).

B.2 ZKPoK
The following proof of knowledge is adapted largely from more general zero knowledge proofs of representations as
defined in [CS97]. Recollect from PrivLHS, that given public parameters g, h from the Chaum-Pedersen commitment
scheme, R is the set of tuples (c, (m, r)) where c = Commit(m, r). The server is given the commitment c and the
public parameters of the Chaum-Pendersen scheme g, h. The zero knowledge proof of knowledge Πcp

zkpk that the client
knows m, r that open c proceeds as follows:

• Round 1: The client picks random r1, r2
R← Zp and sends across to the server the values R1 = gr1 , R2 = hr2 .

• Round 2: The server picks random γ
R← Zp and returns this as the challenge.

• Round 3: The client computes z1 = r1 + γ ·m(mod p) and z2 = r2 + γ · r (mod p) and (z1, z2) comprises the
client’s response.

5These are often called Σ-protocols.
6Not to be confused with the message commitment algorithm Commit(·, ·) although they are closely related.
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• The server receives z1, z2 and checks to see if R1 ·R2 · cγ
?
= gz1 · hz2 . If so, the server outputs 1 (accepts); else

it outputs 0 (rejects).

Theorem B.1. Πcp
zkpk is a secure zero knowledge proof of knowledge.

Proof Outline. This is a standard argument in crypto literature and we will only briefly mention the ideas.
Correctness. Correctness follows rather trivially. As c = gm·hr, it can be worked out thatR1·R2·(gmhr)γ = gz1 ·gz2
for all R1, R2, and γ.
Zero knowledge. The simulator that can simulate client-server transcripts that are indistinguishable from a real
interaction is very similar to the simulator in [Sch89]. The way the simulator works is to cheat and choose γ first.
Given an honest c the simulator then chooses R1, R2 and z1, z2 (without knowing r1, r2 or of course the underlying
m, r) such that R1 · R2 · cγ = gz1 · hz2 . It can be shown that for random γ and honest c, the transcript the simulator
produces 〈R1, R2, γ, z1, z2〉 is distributed in a manner indistinguishable from the real transcript.
Special soundness. To show that a client that always causes a server to verify can be used to extract the message m
(and randomness r), we use the rewinding trick (described indirectly in the definition of special soundness previously).
We rewind the client to receive two accepting transcripts such that the clients initial commitment is the same (which
requires rewinding). In this case, we have R1, R2 and two 〈γ1, z11, z12〉, 〈γ2, z21, z22〉. From this we can compute
m = (z11 − z12) · (γ1 − γ2)−1 (mod p) which extracts the message m as required.

C Removing interactions using a random oracle
The interactions in PrivLHS arise from the cut-and-choose zero knowledge proof of well-formedness of the message
(during registration) and the three-round ZKPoK that the client can open the commitment (during voting).

Blum, Feldman and Micali [BFM88] introduced the concept of non-interactive zero knowledge proofs (NIZKs).
A standard way to construct NIZKs by removing interactions in (interactive) zero knowledge proofs (and proofs of
knowledge) is to use the Fiat-Shamir paradigm [FS86]. This involves constructing the challenge in the second round
of both protocols (a random ` and a random challenge respectively) by hashing the commitment in the first round using
a hash function H(·) that takes strings and maps them to the appropriate domain (integers between 1 and 100 and the
challenge-domain respectively). Now, instead of a three round protocol involving interactions between the client and
the server, the client himself/herself computes the challenge, the response to this challenge, and transmits to the server
the values for all three rounds (commitment, challenge, and response). This collapses the three round protocol down
to a one round (non-interactive) protocol. These NIZKs remain secure when H(·) is modeled as a random oracle
[BR93].
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